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CLASSICAL  MUSIC

Review: In SF Opera’s ‘Romeo,’ the tenor understudy walks
o� with the show

Joshua Kosman September 7, 2019 Updated: September 8, 2019, 4:57 pm

Pene Pati rehearses the role of Romeo with Nadine Sierra as Juliet. The understudy tenor was stellar on the
San Francisco Opera’s opening night.
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Photo: Carlos Avila Gonzalez / The Chronicle

He wasn’t even supposed to be onstage.

When the week began, tenor Pene Pati was the cover singer (opera speak for understudy)

for the role of Romeo in the San Francisco Opera’s season-opening production of

Gounod’s “Romeo and Juliet.” Then, just days before opening night, Bryan Hymel

withdrew, and on Friday, Sept. 6, Pati got a chance to show what he could do.

The answer, it turns out, is “pretty much everything.” He’s got a vigorous, full-bodied

sound with a lustrous mid-range and glorious, perfectly placed top notes, including one

long-held stratospheric closer that would have sounded like showboating if it hadn’t been

so magnificent. Pati sings in a gleaming, sensuous stream of sound, with heroic accents

in more athletic passages and a warm, tenderly inviting depth for moments of romantic

intimacy.

Perhaps best of all, Pati — not long ago an Adler Fellow in the company’s training program

— has that magical, indescribable charisma that radiates beyond the footlights and

compels you to pay attention to everything he does. For anyone inclined to be at all

skeptical about Romeo and Juliet’s love-at-first-sight encounter at the Capulet family

ball, Pati’s performance, with its piquantly turned vocal phrases and puckish onstage

charm, could suspend disbelief.

And Pati wasn’t content merely to contribute a star turn on his own — he also brought out

the best in everyone around him. Soprano Nadine Sierra, undertaking the demanding role

of Juliet for the first time, tackled the glittering passagework and high-flying roulades

with precision, though not much dramatic character (her Act 1 showpiece, the exultant

waltz “Je veux vivre,” emerged as a string of crystalline, faceless individual notes).

Yet as soon as Pati came into her orbit in their first encounter, you could hear Sierra’s

artistry grow warmer, and more expressively textured. She played off his delicacy and
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theatrical wit, imbuing every phrase with a specificity that hadn’t been evident before.

That partnership was crucial in an opera famously full of love duets — four of them, each

illuminating some phase in the couple’s brief but eventful romance.

As Romeo, Pene Pati’s performance lifted everyone around him, including Nadine Sierra as Juliet.
Photo: Carlos Avila Gonzalez / The Chronicle

Time and again, Pati effortlessly set the appropriate tone of ardor, languor or resignation,

prompting Sierra to join him in an often ravishing musical texture. (For the final

performance of the run, on Oct. 1, Pati is scheduled to sing opposite his wife, soprano

Amina Edris.)

That’s not to say that “Romeo and Juliet,” in its first appearance on the stage of the War

Memorial Opera House in more than 30 years, fully rewarded either the contributions of

these artists or the stamina of the glittery gala audience.
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Gounod’s opera is long and feels longer, with blocky dramaturgy and a score that even at

its most sumptuous can often feel formulaic. You will largely listen in vain for the kind of

distinctive character notes with which genuinely great composers such as Verdi or

Britten face down the daunting challenge of keeping company with Shakespeare. Director

Jean-Louis Grinda’s bland production has nothing to add; his attitude seems to have

been, “You already know this story. What do you want from me?”

Lucas Meachem plays Mercutio (center left) and Pene Pati is Romeo.
Photo: Carlos Avila Gonzalez / The Chronicle

Fortunately, conductor Yves Abel and the Opera Orchestra rose superbly to their

assignments, particularly in the gorgeous orchestral preludes before Acts 2 and 4 (not to

worry: The Opera has squeezed Gounod’s five acts into two big chunks with just one

intermission and a lot of breaks). And the constellation of singers surrounding the two

principals kept breaking out in small moments of splendor.
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Baritone Lucas Meachem gave a commanding, finely detailed performance as Mercutio,

bringing out the verve of his Act 1 description of Queen Mab, and striding forcefully to his

death in the climactic duel of Act 3. Bass James Creswell was a booming, authoritative

presence as Friar Lawrence, and so too, in his one late scene, was Philip Skinner as the

Duke of Verona. The Opera Chorus, directed by Ian Robertson, mustered a darkly

compelling sound as they mourned the deaths of Mercutio and Tybalt.
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Nadine Sierra sang the role of Juliet and Pene Pati stepped in as Romeo.
Photo: Carlos Avila Gonzalez / The Chronicle

Perhaps the evening’s most electrifying surprise, though, was the arrival after

intermission of mezzo-soprano Stephanie Lauricella, making her company debut as

Romeo’s page Stephano. This is a small, practically evanescent role that entails singing

one song and running off again, but Lauricella sang it as though it were a star vehicle,

lavishing every phrase with robust and beautifully shaped vocalism.

It may not be too much to hope that she’ll be back this way again. It’s surely not too much

to hope — in fact, I’d say it’s a certainty — that Pati is on his way to stardom. After Friday’s

performance, anything less would be hard to imagine.

“Romeo and Juliet”: San Francisco Opera. Through Oct. 1. $26-$398. War Memorial Opera

House, 301 Van Ness Ave., S.F. 415-864-3330. www.sfopera.com

    

Joshua Kosman
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Joshua Kosman is The San Francisco Chronicle’s music critic. Email: jkosman@sfchronicle.com
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